
As with Stage 2, the prospect of working in a live school environment always 
poses a challenge to a project. Cabramatta High School remained open during 
the Stage 3 works.  Donnelley Constructions priority was to ensure that no 
works exposed students or staff to hazards, as well as minimising noise disrup-
tion to school activities. 

A major challenge of this project was controlling site access into the school 
during school hours. With Roads and carparks being excavated, strict traffic 
control procedures were put in place to ensure the safety of students, staff 
and construction workers. Donnelley Constructions approach to shared access 
sites is always one of consideration and professionalism.

The school is bordered by approximately 20 neighbouring houses who are 
within close proximity of the boundary fence. Additionally, the majority of 
these neighbours were non-English speaking, increasing the difficulty of 
communication. The site team’s ability to communicate with stakeholders in all 
situations saw them manage the challenges, and ensure a smooth delivery was 
achieved. 

Project Challenges
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Client 
Value
Dates 
Location

Wesley Gardens 

$8.6 million

Oct 2000 – Feb 2002

St Ives, Sydney

Project Profile

Wesley Gardens engaged Donnelley Constructions to 
convert an existing building into a new, 55-bed dementia care 
nursing home facility at St Ives, Sydney. 

The substantially upgraded building included 55 resident 
rooms with ensuites (36 of which have enclosed balconies), 
residents’ sitting areas, kitchen and servery, laundry, VRV air 
conditioning system, office administration, nurse stations, 
treatment rooms, dining and activity rooms, carpark, service 
road and associated footpaths and Porte Cocher. 

The scope included minor alterations to the existing 
structure, repairs to existing roof including new box gutters, 
waterproof membrane under mechanical plant area, glazing 
and FC cladding to enclosed balconies, rendering, new 
suspended gyprock ceilings and partition walls. 

Additionally, some soft landscaping was carried out, covering 
all external areas, including mass planted beds, an automatic 
irrigation system and five relocated palm trees.

Confusion regarding selection and material ordering led 
to required revisions, however Donnelleys was able to 
mitigate these issues and minimise delays
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Project Challenges

An issue surrounding carpet selection and installation arose during the construction period. 
Confusion regarding selection and material ordering led to required revisions, however 
Donnelleys was able to mitigate these issues and minimise delays. 

Additionally, working in live health care environments always creates challenging situations. 
Ensuring that ongoing services remain undisturbed by noise or dust, and obtaining proper site 
access and material storage are considerations which require extra care and proficiency. 

Safety of inhabitants is also prioritised, and Donnelleys’ experience in live, occupied 
environments always ensures a safe and cooperative delivery of services. 
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